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Insights Platform is the Centralized Platform for All Your Analytic Needs 

Merkle’s Insights Platform delivers automated, integrated, and actionable insights to marketing teams via 
a centralized measurement platform. The platform is optimized for advanced analytics, empowering 

analytical talent to generate insights for complex decisioning. It also provides a reporting and interactive toolset 
for cross-channel analytic teams and marketing organizations. This solution brings your relevant data together 
and stores it in a fashion designed purely to drive analytics and insights.
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•  Centralized measurement 
•  Broad solution (direct, digital, mass) 
•  Single source of truth for objective, 

consistent measurement 
•  Single sign-on portal 

•  Integrated with key CRM 
components: 

•  DMP 
•  Personalization 
•  Media Optimization 
•  Marketing Database 

•  Translates raw data into 
actionable insights for CRM 

•  Eliminates analytics in isolation 

•  Scalable for big data and digital 
•  Automated for efficiency 
•  Accelerates speed of decision making 
•  Leverages modern technologies  

•  Designed to facilitate analytics 
•  Standardized frameworks (marts, 

data constructs, processes) 
•  Removes contention with CRM 

processes (e.g.. marketing dB) 
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The Insights Platform Offers: 

• Access to holistic consumer profiles and unique consumer insights 
• Centralized measurement, modeling, and reporting 
• Architecture designed for “actionable” analytics insights
• Visibility into what’s working and what’s not – cross-channel measurement 
• Ability to optimize spend (save costs and capitalize on untapped opportunities)
• Broad media solution to optimize budgets and ROI; informs media decisions
• Granular performance-data access down to program, offer, and media placement
• Ability to drive answers at the speed of digital
• Optimized targeting (right customer; right message; right time)
• Modular architecture – customize and scale functionality over time    
• Dedicated big data analytics environment for agility and efficiency
• Integrates with other CRM components

Solution Highlights

With its inherent analytical frameworks, the Insights Platform unites analytics and technology and provides 
world-class reporting and dashboarding. It also provides the ability to create marketing investment and 

ROI scenarios, produce forecasts on the business impact of marketing investments, and gain insights into 
what’s working and what’s not. The results are better informed marketing decisions and more efficient delivery 
of marketing performance analysis.
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The Insights Platform consists of multiple modules that can be selected and configured based on the 
marketer’s unique needs. This not only allows for a customized configuration to support business priorities, 
but it also provides the ability to scale over time as analytics needs evolve. Each of the modules is 
standardized and provides a consistent starting point to accelerate every implementation. Customizations 
can be applied to the Insights Platform frameworks to provide a personalized, powerful, and holistic 
analytics solution.

Module Description

Executive Dashboards Dynamic views focused on enterprise KPIs that measure business impact

Performance Reports Standard reports provide details on site and campaign performance

Cross-channel Attribution Broad media attribution shows contribution of marketing touches on response 
and conversion

Scenario Planning & Forecasting Allows a user to answer what-if analyses and arrive at optimal budget 
allocation forecasts

Ad-hoc Templates Structured templates provide a guided experience for ad-hoc queries against 
available analytical data marts

Analytics Playground Access to detailed data for advanced analytics functions (e.g., statistical modeling) 
as well as ability to add in data sources in real time

Event Streams Insights Allows analysts to see full customer and prospect views across all known and 
anonymous data

Customer Information Explorer
An online, interactive tool to helps marketers understand their customers’ 
demographics, psychographics, attitudes, media consumption, and affiliations, 
using Simmons and Merkle’s DataSource data

Addressable Media Planner Data visualization tool that helps marketers understand their customers or 
prospects (known or anonymous) on addressable platforms

Report Management Repository Centralized storage and management of reports, presentations, and documents for 
the digital analytic community

Insights Platform Portal Single sign on and administrative management of all applications and interfaces

Differentiators
The Insights Platform is a dedicated analytics foundation for the creation of centralized insights that support 
marketing performance measurement and optimization. Some unique differentiators include:

• Better analytics – a new kind of analytics; digital; depth/breadth not found elsewhere
• Broad scope – integrates all media (digital, direct, and mass)
• Flexible – modular configurability; right sized, phased implementation
• Transparent – glass box solution, not a black box solution
• Integrated – CRM vision, embedded analytics to drive CRM execution
• Analytics talent – modern data scientists
• Data expertise – can integrate the data; tech-enabled analytics
• Easier to do business with – versus client IT organization
• Fast – big data platform; scalable with modern technologies
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